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ABSTRACT

A nickel sulfide fire-assay preconcentration pro-
cedure has been adapted to the determination of
Rh, Pd, Pt, Ir, Os, Ru and Au in ores and host
rocks by instrumental neutron activation. This
procedure, suitable for large samples, corrects for
their inhomogeneity. At the kvack West mine
(North Range of the Sudbury Nickel lrruptive)
a major difference is noted between the samples
of two ore zones: in the Levack-breccia ore
the Cu-rich stringers are enriched in Pd, Pt
and Cu, and depleted in Os, Ru, Ir, Rh and
Ni. with respect to the granitic breccia ores
of the Main ore zone. The Little Stobie mine
(South Range) consists of two orebodies: #l
parallel to the Irruptive-footwall contact arrd #2
projecting dyke-like into the footwall. More Rh,
Pd, fr, Os and Ru is found rn #2 than in #1. The
Cu and Ni values,are not significantly different for
these two orebodies, which result from the iniec-
tion of two separate pulses of ore-bearing mag-
matic material. with only slightly different histories
of equilibration with the Imrptive magma. The
Cu-rich footwall stringers are also enriched in
Pd. Pt and Au relative to the main #1 orebody
with which they are associated. The overall level
of Pd, Pt and Au is higher at Little Stobie than
in the Main ore zone at Levack West, from which
we infer that at Levack West, the Pd, Pt and Au
associated with the Cu-rich stringers were derived
from the Main ore zone, possibly by thermal diffu-
sion. R-mode factor analyses show that Ir. Os, Ru
and Rh, spatially, or genetically, or both, behave
as a group associated with Ni mineralization.
whereas Pd, Pt and Au, to a much lesser extent,
however, are associated with Cu mineralization.

SoMMAIRE

Nous avons adaptd une m6thode appliqu6e en
docimasie des sulfures de nickel. avant concen-
tration, i la d6termination, par activation neutro-
nique, de Rh, Pt, Ir, Os, Ru et Au dans le minerai
et la roche h6te. Cette m6thode, qui permet d'uti-
liser de gros 6chantillons, corrige donc leur man-
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que d'homog6n6it6. A la mine Levack Ouest (flanc
nord de I'intrusion de Sudbury), on note une
grande diffdrence entre les 6chantillons de deux
zones min6ralis6es: dans la brtsche Levack, les
filonnets cuprifbres sont enrichis en Pd, Pt et Au.
et appauvris en Os, Ru, Ir, Rh et Ni, par rapport
i la brdche granitique de la zone min6ralisde prin-
cipale. A la mine de Little Stobie (flanc sud), on
distingue deux gites distincts: No I qui longe le
contact entre le massif intrusif et l'6ponte inf6rieure
et No 2 qui, tel un dyke, p€nEtre cette 6ponte. On
trouve plus de Rh, Pd, Ir, Os et Ru dans le No 2
que dans le No 1. Irs teneurs en Cu et Ni ne
diffdrent pas beaucoup entre les deux gites, lesquels
r6sultent de l'injection de fluide magmatique min6-
ralisateur en deux stades distincts, mais ne diffE-
rent gulre quant I leur 6quilibration avec le
magma de f intrusion. Les filonnets cuprifBres sont'
eux aussi. enrichis en Pd. Pt et Au par rapport au
reste du gite No 1. La teneur globale en Pd' Pt et
Au est plus 6lev6e e Little Stobie que dans la
zone min6ralis6e principale de Levack Ouest' d'oi
la conclusion que ces trois m6taux nobles dans
les filonnets cuprifdres de Irvack Ouest provien-
nent de la zorre min6ralis6e principale, peut-Etre
par diffusion thermale. Des analyses factorielles de
mode R montrent que Ir, Os' Ru et Rh, tant spa-
tialement que g6n6tiquement, se comportent comme
groupe associ6 ) la min6ralisation en Ni, tandis
que Pd, Pt et Au sont, de faQon beaucoup moindre,
associ6s i la min6ralisation en Cu.

Cfraduit Par la R6daction)

IllrRooucrloN

Few data exist on the platinum-grouPelement

and gold contents of the Cu-Ni ore deposits as-

sociated with the Sudbury Imrptive. The finl
published information on the PGE content of

ihe Sudbury ores was that of Huwley et al.

(1951), Hawley & Rimsaite (1953) and H-awley
(1962). More detailed studies were conducted
by Keays & Crosket (1970) and ChYi &

Crocket (1976) on mineral separates, mainly

from the Strathcona mine, a North-Range de-
posit. Platinum-group-element mineralogical
studies have been carried out on selected Sud-
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bury deposits and have been summarized by
Cabri & Laflamme (1976).

The lack of data is mainly a function of the
ppb levels of noble-metal concentration in the
ores, combined with the lack of sensitivitv of
most of the currently accepted analytical iech-
niques, the inhomogeneity of the noble metals
in ores, and the very high cost of analysis. A
nickel sulfide fire-assay preconcentration com,
bined with an instrumental neutron-activation
analysis method has been described by Hoffman
(1978) and Hoffman et al. (1978). This method
provides for the rapid, accurate, inexpensive
analysis of all the platinum-group elements and
gold.

Analytical technique

Thirty-three and thirty-nine samples were
collected from the Levack West and Little Stobie
mines, respectively, so that they would be
characteristic of the major ore types within
each mine. Each individual sample was in effect
a composite of a number of samples of a parti-
cular ore type from a certain section of the
mine. Because the samples analyzed are re-
presentative of different ore types and because
these have different PGE concentrations. an
unweighted average of the analyses is nor re-
presentative of the grade of the mine studied.

Up to 50 g portions of the crushed and ground
(95Vo -100 mesh pulp, taken at least in dupli-
cate, were run through a fire-assay pre-
concentration procedure originally described by
Rob6rt et aI. (1971) with modifications de-
scribed by Hoffman (1978). The crushed fire-
assay button was dissolved in hot. concentrated
HCI and the solution was filtered. The residue
retained on the filter paper contained virtually
all the PGE and Au.
, These filter papers were irradiated serially
for 5 minutes at a flux of 1.0 x 1011 n cm-2si1
in the SLOWPOKE II reactor at the University
of Toronto. The samples were allowed to decay
for 1 minute and were counted with a high-
resolution Ge(Li) detector for 200 seconds
for 1@-Rh and 100-Pd radio-isotopes. Up to 4O
samples, ore standard, internal standards and
flux monitors were then irradiated for 16 hours
(at a flux of 1.0 x 1011 n cm-'s-r). The samples
were allowed to decay for four hours and were
recounted for 100Pd if Pd was not observed in
the previous counting. The samples were allowed
to decay further for a week and were counted
for 700-5000 seconds for 102Ir, t"Os, to'Ruo
lesAu and 'neAu (for Pt content) on a high-
resolution Ge(Li) detector. Sample activities
were corrected for decay and were compared

to standards of known concentration. Compar-
ison of results obtained by this method to
published values on the PTC noble-metal stand-
ard is given in Hoffman et al. (1978). Detection
limits are 0.1 ppb for Ir and Au, 1 ppb for
Rh, 2 ppb for Os, 3 ppb for Ru, and 5 ppb
for Pt and Pd, as determined by extrapolation
of the count rates to their lowest significant
values at two standard deviations.

Gsolocy oF THE LEvrcr WEsr MrNr

The Levack West mine occurs at the western
limit of an extensively mineralized, 9.7 km long
segment of the North Range of the Sudbury
Irruptive. There has been no published de-
scription of the geology of this mine; however,
the geological environment is similar to that of
the Strathcona mine (4.8 km to the northeast)
described in detail by Naldrett & Kullerud
(1967) and Cowen (1968).

Figure L is a generalized cross-section of
the Levack West mine showing sample loca-
tions. The ores are related to a suite of sulfide-
and inclusion-rich sublayer norites and leuco-
cratic breccias that lie between the hanging-wall
rocks composed of basal mafic and felsic norites
of the main Sudbury Irruptive, and the brec-
ciated granodiorite, granodiorite gneiss and
migmatites of the footwall known as the Levack
complex. The main sublayer phase is a granite
breccia and a subordinate phase is sublayer
norite or xenolithic norite. The granite breccia
is a metamorphic- to subigneous-textured grano-
dioritic rock that hosts a heterogeneous popu-
lation of footwall inclusions and xenoliths and
a variable proportion of blebby to massive
Cu-Ni-Fe sulfides. The xenoliths in these rocks
are rnainly gabbro and gabbro hornfels; how-
ever, 'exotic' pyroxenitic to peridotitic types
also occur. similar in nature to those found at
the Little Stobie mine. The sublayer norite is
a fine-grained two-pyroxene gabbro. The Levack
breccia, occurring in the footwall beyond the
granite breccia, is an unusual rock with a
cataclastic matrix containing fragments of foot-
wall rocks of all sizes. It seems to be earlier
than the granite breccia.

The orebody at Levack West can be subdi-
vided into two main zones: the Main ore zone
consists of mineralized granite breccia that
occupies an embayment in the footwall. The
ore may be massive, composed of pyrrhotite,
pentlandite and chalcopyrite, or may be of a
disseminated variety. The latter ore type con-
tains very finely disseminated mineralization,
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Flc. l. Generalized section of the Irvack west mine. The top of the stopes shown on this section repres€nt

the elevation of the indicated samples.
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with the sulfide possibly having a fragmental
texture (E.F. Pattison, pers. comm.' 1978).
The Ni:Cu ratio over most of the Main ore
zone is about 5:2 (J. Guse' pers. comm., L978)
but may vary locally. This ore zone grades into
the Footwall ore zone, which consists of
massive chalcopyrite, millerite, pyrrhotite and
pentlandite filling fractures in a Levack brescia
body. These veins vary in width from about
1 mm to about 2 m thick. Some of the wider
veins may show pyrrhotite bands parallel to
the sides of the veins. The larger veins parallel
the NE trend of the overlying main ore zone
and dip steeply to the SE. Samples from this
zone can be divided into three types: (1)
massive sulfide stringers in Levack breccia, (2)
atypical Cu-rich stringer ore, and (3) dissemi-
nated ore. The latter two types of ore are not
believed to be significant volumetrically. Breccia
rocks from a few tens of metres below the ore
zone very closely resemble the Levask br'eccia
rocks in the ore zone both chemically and mine-
ralogically. The grain size does increase, how-
ever, as the ore zone is approached. The granite
breccia from the Main ore zone is also very
similar to the Levack breccia chemically but
seems to have been at least partially melted
(E.F. Pattison, pers. comm., 1978) and is now
coarser grained than the Levack breccia. The
Footwall ore zone seems equivalent to the 'deep-

zone ote' at the Strathcona mina described by
Naldrett & Kullerud (L967). Evidence of

classical hydrothermal activity is lacking at
Levack West. All the rocks from this mine are
relatively unaltered from the hanging wall to
the base- of the Footwall ore zone and continuing
below the ore zone (E.F. Fattison' pers. comm.,
1978). The Levack West mine does not have
any equivalent to the disseminated sulfide zone
in the overlying hanging-wall norite which NaI-
drett & Kullerud (1967) report for the Strath-
cona mine.

Platinu.m-group-element, gold, major and trace-
element contents as determined by us are shown
in Table 1. They have been recalculated to the
level expected it l00Vo massive sulfides by
using an o factor listed in Table 1 for each
sumple; this was determined by converting the
% Ni in the sample to wt. lo pentlandite, the
lo Cu to wt. Vo chalcopyrite and by calculating
the remaining sulfur in the sample (by subtract-
ing the sulfur involved in each of these con-
veisions from the total sulfur) as wt. 7o mono-
clinic pyrrhotite. The total wt. % sulfides thus
calculateO was then divided into 100 to give

the a factor. This factor is used to multiply
the noble metal values and other metal values
in Table 1 to give the values for 1@74 sul-
fide. Averages of these values for each of the
different oie types as recognized in this study
are given in Table 2.

There is an obvious major difference between
the concentration of some of the precious

metals of the Levack-breccia ore zone (exclud-
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ing the atypical very Cu-rich samples) and the
granite breccia (Main) or€ zone (Table 2).
The Levack breccia ore zone is significantiy
(95Vo confidence limits) depleted in nn (+.:xj,
Ir (3.6x), Os (2.6x) and Ru (3.3x), whereas
Pt and Pd are not significantly different. The
Ni content in massive sulfides of the two zones
is the same, whereas the Cu content of the
Levack breccia zone is slightly higher than the
granite breccia ore zone (5.3 versus 3.2 wt. %

Cu). The' atypical Cu-rich I-evack breccia
stringer ore is even more depleted in Os, Ir,
Ru and Rh than the normal Levack breccia
ore and in addition is enriched in Pt and Pd
with respect to the granite-breccia ore zone,
Cu is, of course, very enriched in the atypical
Levack breccia ore, whereas Ni is depleted with
respect to both the granite-breccia ore and the
normal Levack-breccia ore. Considering the
granite-breccia (Main) ore zone, the PGE con-
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TABLE 2. CONCENTRA:IIOIi OF TIIX PGE' Au' Cu aod Nt IN TIIE SULFIDE I"IELT

FOR THE VARIoUS ORE IYPES AT THE IIVACK WEST lIu*E

44r

ORN TYPE

DlsseDtuated
sulfLde l!
greLte breccla

!'lasaive 6uL-
fide tr
grette breccla

Glel te breccta
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tevack breccLa
ore zole

Average aLl-
gaopl-ee
(TabLe l.)
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centrations in massive and disseminated ore I
types are similar, although Pd, Au and Cu
values are significantly higher in the dissemi-
nated ore.

The characteristic values for these ore types r. I
converted to massive sulfide have been normal- E
ized to chondritic values and are shown loga- =
rithmically in Figure 2. The chondritic values H
used for the PGE are those given by McBryde
(1972) and for Au that given by Crocket d
(1974J. McBryde's compilation of PGE values ;g
was the only set available which included Rh. (-)
The absolute values given for the.'average' \
chondritic abundance are not important; they Ulchondritic abundance are not important; they 11l
only provide a means of comparing the noble- J
meial data graphically in the'fashion used for +
rare-earth-element data. This tends to smooth =
out the data, which range from a few ppb to d O.l
thousands of ppb. Further details on the con-
version to massive sulfide and chondritic nor-
malization are given by Naldrett et al. (1979),

LEVACK WEST

O--$----.,/ Rh Pt Pd Au
o.ol

DTsTRIBUTIoN oF NoBLE Mnrer-s AT LEvAcK
WEsr

Three hypotheses can be used to explain the
distribution of the noble metals in the Levack
West mine: (1) Late-stage hydrothermal re-
mobilization of Pd, Pt, Au and Cu from the
Main ore zone into the Levack-breccia copper-
stringer zone. The plagioclase and potassium
feldspar in the footwall-breccia fragments are
fresh; they show rlo argillaceous, sericitic or

+ .006 +
. o o 3  . o o 3

Frc. 2. Ore types recalculated to massive sulfide

at the Levick West mine normalized to chon-

dritic values' The number in parentheses refers

to the number of samPles.
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saussuritic alteration. Naldrett & Kullerud
(1967) reported similar observations for the
Strathcona mine footwall breccia. They believed
the temperature or the K+/H+ ratio ior both)
were too high for the classical hydrothermal
alteration conditions. The lack of hydrothermal
alteration or extensive metasomadin tends to
rule out the above hypothesis. (2) Segregation
of a copper-rich residual magmatic sulfide f,quid
dltiog crystallization of MSS. Hawley (1962)
referred to this Cu-rich liquid formed from
crystallizing pynhotite which would later crvs-
tallize to form chalcopyrite-rich ores. Hawiey
(1965) used the hypothesis of fractionation
of a Cu-rich residual liquid to explain the
increasing Cu/Ni ratio with depth at tde Frood_
Stobie mine. Although his observations were
made prior to phase-relation studies in the
system Cu-Fe-Ni-S, these indicate that this
qossibility certainly exists. The separation of a
Cu-rich liquid is possible at temperatures as
loy_ul 850oC, in coexistence with MSS (Craig
& Kullerud ,t969).

Studies on the phase relations in the system
Pt-Pd-Fe-As-S indicate that although p[ and
Pd could enter pyrrhotite (MSS) in iolid solu-
tion, the residual liquid would become enriched
in these elements (Skinner et al. 1976\, T]his
would indicate that these metals could also be
enriched in a Cu-rich residual liquid. Keays &
Crocket (1970) showed that pd ind Au were
enriched-in chalcopyr'ite; this was caused, they
suggest, by concentration of these metals in a
Ctt-rich melt of residual character. Data given by
Chyi & Crocket (1976) showed that-pt anA
Ir were enriched in chalcopyrite, whereas pd
and Au were enriched in pentlandite in the deep
ore-zone of the Strathcona mine. The latter
authors believed that partition of pt into a Clr-
rich magmatic liquid may have been important;
qowevel, they attribute the distribution of pd,
Au and possibly Pt to subsolidus diffusion.

The estimate for the sulfide liquid for the
Main ore zone at Levack West (including dis-
seminated and massive ores) is 3.2 vt. qi Ca,
5r6Vo N| 53.7Vo Fe and 37.SVo S. Most prob-
ably a major proportion of the Cu worrfd b"
held in solid solution in MSS as yund &Kullerud
(1966) have found tlat Fe-rich MSS can hold
4 to SVo Cu in solid solution at Z00oC. Craig
& Kullerud (1969) indicated that 5 rvt. % Nl
in MSS does not reduce the solubility of Cu
significantly. Taking into account the' amount
of. \i pregelt and the presence of pyrite, phase
relations indicare that we woutd iipect ibout
4 wt. Vo Cu to be soluble in MSS (yund &
Kullerud 1966), This would more than accounr

for all the Cu in the Main ore zone. The estimate
for the normal Levack breccia footwall-ore
composition is 5,3Vo Cu, 5.6Vo Ni, 5l.6Zo Fe
and 37.5Vo S. If an attempt is made to est:mate
the overall mean composition of the ordbody
by _gsing equal weighting of all samplas (ei
cluding the atypical Cu-rich Levacf breccia
ore), the Cu content of tle resultant ore would
be 3.7 wt. Vo. The exact amount is uncertain
because the relative proportions of the two
ore zones are unknown. If the atypical ore
were included with equal weighting, the re-
sultant composition would be signifiiantly en_
riched in Cu. It is possible therefore that the
mechanism suggested by Hawley did operate
and did concentrate pd and Au as shown bv
Ke_ays & Crocket (1970). Chyi & Crocket
(1976) prefer diffusion at subsoiidus tempera-
fyeq- to. explain Pd and Au and possibty tt
distribution. In their opinion, a meihanis; of
Cu-rich-liquid segregation is not the preferred
one. (3) The third hypothesis involves the
diffusion of metals down a thermal gradient
in,tle presence of an aqueous fluid plase.

Naldrett & Kullerud (1.967) and Cowan
(1968) have remarked on the strong increase
in Cu, Ni and Cu/Ni .ratio at the Strathcona
rnine. on passing across the orebody from
hanging wall to footwall. The former authors
9o.1ud9red the possibility of ftactional crys-
tallization coupled with filter pressing of ,the
Cu-rich fractionated liquid into the footrrall as
suggested by Hawley. However, their studies
indicated that the zoning occurs in ore that
is emplaced in a breccia zone which is younger
than the initial introduction of the mineraliza-
tion. Field relations indicate that considerable
disruption of the ore and rhost rocks would
have occurred during brecciation; they con-
cluded that zoning must have been superim-
posed upon the ore subsequent to brecciation.
For this reason they suggested that it is due
to diffusion of Cu and Ni along a thermal
Sra{ie1t induced by the overlying hot Imrptive.
A similar thermal diffusion model is proposed
on the basis of the evidence observed at tne
Levack West mine. Although there it has not
been studied in the same detail as at Strath-
cona, a crude zoning of increasing Cu/Ni ratio
away from the Imrptive into the footwall has
also been obaerved. In addition, the geolqgic
environments of the Stmthcona and Levaek
West mines are similar: both are North-,Range
mihes about 4.8 km apart. For,these reasons tle
thermal diffusion model is preferred over that
involving fractional crystallization.

The sequence of events is envisaged .as
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at Levack West is inierpreted to be due to that a thermal gradient of 100"C existed over
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The t'uft considerable time period (> ??,mO- 
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Frc. 3. Generatized p,lan of the Uttle Stobie mine.
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of the main mass norite of the east-central
portion of the South Range of the Sudbury
Irnrptive. The only published description of this
mine is a brief summary by the staff of INCO
Ltd. (L972). The geology is similar, however,
to that of the Murray and parts of the Creigh-
ton mines, as given by Souch et aL (1969).
Figure 3, a generalized plan of the Little Stobie
mine, shows the two distinct orebodies that
have been recognized.

The ff 1 orebody lies between the footwall
rocks, which include metavolcanic and meta-
sedimentary units, granites and Sudbury breccia,
and the hanging-wall rocks of poikilitic norite,
regarded as part of the main lrruptive. The
orebody strikes N60oE, dips NW55" and ex-
tends for approximately 610 m, with an average
width of 30 m. The mineralization extends from
surface to a depth of at least 792 m.

Tlte #2 orebody strikes S45oE for approxi-
mately 273 m into the footwall rocks and is
emplaced between metabasalts and a boss of
footwall granite. This orebody lies between 9l
and 366 m and reaches an average width of
52 m, The environment of this orebodv is
somewhat similar to that of other offset de-
posits, e.9., those along the Copper Cliff offset.

The principal ore minerals making up the
sublayer ores are pyrrhotite, pentlandite and
chalcopyrite, with lesser amounts of pyrite, mag-
netite and ilmenite.

Six ore types have been obseryed at Little
Stobie. They include, in order of abundance:
(1) gabbro-peridotite inslusion sulfide: mafic
and trltramafic inclusions in an abundant matrix
of sulfide and minor noritic material; (Z')
ragged disseminated sulfide: small closely
packed gabbroic inclusions in a scanty matrix
of sulfide and subordinate noritic material:
(3) disseminated sulfide: blebs of sulfide dis-
persed in an inclusion-bearing matrix sublayer
norite; (4) interstitial sulfide: norite with sul-
fides interstitial to euhedral silicates; (5) in-
clusion massive sulfide: sulfide with varying
proportions of pyrrhotite, pentlandite and chal-
copyrite containing occasional rock inclusions;
(6) contorted schist-inclusion sulfide. character-
ized by twisted fragments of schist and in-
clusions of quartz in a sulfide malrix. A
typical sequence from hanging-wall to foorwall
would be interstitial sulfide -> ragged dissemi-
nated strlfide -> gabbro-peridotite inclusion
sulfide -+ inclusion massive sulfide.

No positive evidence exists on the age rela-
tionship between the main-mass norite and the
ore-bearing sublayer. The contact relationships
between individual ore types are generally grada-
tional (the ore types are more descriptive terms
than genetic ones) but may be sharp locally.

A composite, longitudinal section giving sam-
ple locations is shown in Figure 4. FGE, Au,
major and trace elements in the ores and

l l

Lgve l

1
- \
-__\

COMPOSITE LONGITUDINAL
t-----------J
o lElREg I

Frc. 4. -composite longitudinal section of the Little stobie mine, showing
sample locations.
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host rocks are given in Table 3. The most
distinctive variation of the noble metals in the
Little Stobie mine is their higher consentration
inthe S2 orebody with respect to the f 1 ore-
body (Fig. 5, Table 4). There is a significant
(95% confidence level) enrichment of Rh
(2.5X), Pd (1.5X), Ir (2.0X), Os (1.5X) and

Ru (1.9X) in the #2 with respect to the ff1
orebdy. There is no significant difference in
the Cu and and Ni values, nor significant and
systematic variation for all the noble metals be-
tween the different ore types. On the other
hand, for a given ore type common to both
orebodies (e.g,, gabbro-peridotite inclusion
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Frc. 5. Comparison of the noble-metal trends in
massive sulfide for the #l and $2 orebodies
at the Uttle Stobie mine.

massive sulfide), the higher metal concentra-
tions characteristic of the #2 deposit are
maintained.

Copper-rich stringers in the footwall rocks
are far less common in the Little Stobie mine
than in the Levack West mine. There is,
howevero a similar enrichment trend of Pd, Pt,
Au and Cu in these stringers at the ff 1 orebody
with respect to the main mass of the ore.

Drsl:ntsutroN on Nosln Mnrer-s IN THE
Lrt.rrr Stosrs OnBsopres

The overall differences in noble-metal con-
centrations in the #l and #2 orebodies do not
seem to be due primarily to the same thermal
diffusion process as invoked for the Levack
West mine. T'he ft2 orebody is enriched in all
of the PGE except Pt by about a factor of
2 over the S1 orebody and yet shorrs no
significant enrichment in Cu or Au. If the same
process (diffusion) were responsible for the
f2 orebody, one would expect to find the
same enrichment in Cu and Pd (and possibly
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AuPdPtRhRuOs

Pt and Au) and depletion in Rh, Ir, Os and
Ru as seen in the Levack-footwall stringer ore.

The geological environments of the ff 1 and
#2 orebodies are quite different. Evidence of
gravitational settling of liquid sulfides from a
silicate magma is present in the ff I deposit.
The S2 deposit resembles other offset deposits:
it seems to represent injection of a silicate
magma or magmas carrying magmatic sulfides
concentrated in certain zones at the time of
intrusion. These seem to have been frozen iz
,rira without significant gravitational settling. The
PGE enrichment in the $2 orebody could be
related to the differing processes that gave
rise to this offset deposit as opposed to the sub-
layer deposits. The stage at which sulfides
comprising an orebody separate during the
fractional crystallization of their host magma
can exert a major control on their PGB con-
tent. Significant variation in PGE levels can
also result from variation in the ratio of the
amount of sulfide reacting with a given mass
of silicate magma (Naldrett et al. 1979),

Thermal diffusion seems to have been active
only to the extent that it is responsible for the
Cu-rich stringers at the # I deposit, which show
the same enrichment in Cu, Pd, Pt and Au as
seen at Levack West. As stated above, these
stringers are much less common than at Levack
West. Souch et al. (1969) state that the South
Range of the Sudbury basin has been uplifted
at least 5 km with resPect to the North Range.
This implies that the Little Stobie deposit re-
presents a section of the Irruptive at least 5 km
deeper than the Levack West deposit. If, as
much of the recent geological evidence (Guy-
Bray 1972) seems to imply, the Imrptive is the
result of meteoritic impact and if this event
was responsible for the fracturing and breccia-
tion of the country rocks, this fracturing would
not have been as intense in the deeper section
(represented by the Little Stobie deposit) as at
Levack West. The estimate of burial depth at
time of intrusion for Levack West is 3-8 km
and for Little Stobie, 8-12 km. The higher
lithostatic pressure at {-ittle Stobie would also
have tended to seal existing fractures at this
deposit to a greater degree than at Levack West,
implying the probability of a lower porosity
at the former deposit. This difference in poro-
sity may well be the reason for the less exten-
sive development of the Cu-rich stringer ore at
Little Stobie than at Levack West. An alter-
native explanation for the lower degree of
fracturing of the footwall rocks at Little Stobie,
as suggested by Keays (pers. comm.), mrght
be the contrasting strain behavior of basaltic
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IABL,E 4. CONCENTRATIoN OF THE NOBLE UETALS, cu AND Ni IN UASSIW SULFIDE

FOR THE VARIOUS ORE TYPES AT TEE LITTI.E STOBIE }dTNE
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footwall rocks around Little Stobie .f 1 as op-
posed to the granitic gneiss around the Levack
West deposit. This does not, however, explain
.the lask of development of stringer ore as-
sosiated with the boss of Murray granite near
the Little Stobie S2 orebody.

CorvrpenrsoN oF PGE Vlruss AT LrrrLE Srosrp
AND LEVACK WEST

.'It is apparent from Figure 6 that both the
Sl and .ff2 orebodies at the Little Stobie mine
are enrichd in Pt, Pd and Au with respect to
the Main ore zone at Levack West. These
relationships are significant at the 95Vo con-
fidence level. The Ir and Rh contents of the
Main ore. zone at Levack West lie between the
ft'l and f2,orebodies ar Little Stobie; Os and
.Ru are somewhat lower than the f 1 orebody
values i(not significant at the 95Vo confidence
level). The.general trend for Os, Ir, Ru and
Rh for .the llevack West Main ore zone is
similar to that for the two orebodies at Little
Stobie. There is also a similaritv between the
'PGE trends .of tlre Levack bieccia Cu-rich

.oo3 .oo3

Ftc. 6. Comparison of the noble-metal content in
massive sulfide of the kvack West and Little
Stobie mines.

,-"'+--'-.1
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TABI,E 5. CORRELATION COEFI'ICIENTS AI,ID THE SORTED, ROEATED FACTOR }'ATRIX BASED ON NATURA]. LOGARIIHI'1S

OF ANA],YTICAI DATA FOR T}IE LI,TTLE STOBIE NO. I OREBODY
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stringer ore zone and the Cu-rich stringers in
the footwall rocks at Little Stobie. However,
the Cu-rich stringers in the Levack breccia
occur in much greater volume at Levack West
than those at Little Stobie and constitute a
much greater proportion of the ore.

If the Levack Cu-rich stringer ore and aty-
pical Cu-stringer ore are added to the Main
ore zone, the shapes of the profile of the
noble metals will resemble that of t}re Little
Stobie deposits (albeit at a slightly lower over-
all concentration level) more closely than that
of the Main ore zone alone. This is supportive
evidence that the Pd, Pt and Au in the Levack
breccia stringers may have been derived from
the Main ore zone by the processes discussed.

CoRRELATToN oF THE Noslr-Mnrer Ver,urs
WITH THE CHSMTCEI, COT"TPOSTTTON OF THE ORB

An R-mode factor analysis has been ap-
plied to the natural logarithms of the con-
centrations of noble metals, Cu, Ni, Fe, Co, S,
Zn and Pb in the deposits studied. This type of
statistical analysis helps to clarify the mutual
relationships among the noble metals, major
and trace elements in the ores. Dixon's (L975)
BMDP-4M computer program was used for the
factor analysis. This program first computes
the correlation matrix; then the factor loadings
are estimated and finally the factors are rotated
orthogonally to obtain a simple interpretation
(either large or small factors).

Table 5 gives tle correlation coefficients for
all existing pairs of data for the Little Stobie
f 1 orebody. Values above ro.ors are significant
at the 95Vo confidence level for the number
of samples indicated (z). Two factors given
in Table 5 explain the variations in the response
variables for the Little Stobie #l orebody.
Factor I shows high loadings for Ni, Rh, S,
Co, Fe, Ir, Os and Ru. This seems to suggest
that Rh, Ir, Os and Ru are spatially if not
genetically related to nickel mineralization
(pentlandite or pyrrhotite or both). Factor 2
shows somesihat lower but nevertheless high
loadings for Au, Pt, Cu, Zn, Pd and Pb, which
evidently suggests a relation of Au, Ft, Pd to
processes that gave rise to Cu-rich ore.

Keays & Crocket (1970) have shown that
Pd and Au were concentrated in chalcopyrite
coexisting with pynhotite in the Strathcona
mine. These findings are in agreement with the
observed loadings on factor 2. It must be noted,
however, that the previous study did not report
on Pt distribution or any number of pentlandite

concentrates. Chyi & Crocket (1976) found
that Pd and Au were concentrated in penflan'
dite, whereas Pt and Ir were concentrated in
chalcopyrite; this does not concur with our
findings of the lowest Ir levels in the most Cu-
rich atypical Levack breccia ore. Cabri & La-
flamme (1.976) have determined that michene'
rite "is thought to be the principal palladium
mineral of the Sudbury deposits" and sperrylite
was 'othe most common platinum mineral in the
South Range and offset deposits." Those authors
report that "michenerite is most frequently
observed as inclusions in non-platinum group
minerals, especially in chalcopyrite" and that
the association of sperrylite "with chalcopyrite
is distinct in some deposits but may occur as
inclusions in pyrrhotite." In general, they have
also found that "the majority of the platinum-
group minerals occur as inclusions in chalco-
pyrite, in chalcopyrite-cubanite, in other plati-
num-group minerals (themselves mostly included
in chalcopyrite), in hessite, or in hessite--chalco-
pyrite." The possibility of solid solution in the
major sulfides and other phases has also been
investigated: Cabri & Laflamme (1976) con'
cluded that the PGE definitely occur in solid
solution in arsenides and sulfarsenides and may
occur as dilute solid solutions in silicates,
sulfides or oxides but that these types of occur-
rence are of "minimal importance."

The above mineralogical findings are at
odds with the data of Chyi & Crocket (1976)
but soncur with the findings of our factor
analysis. The mineralogical implications of factor
1 cannot be determined as Rh, Ir, Os and Ru
phases have not been identified in the Sudbury
area (with the exception of trace amounts of
Rh in some platinum-group-mineral phases).

Somewhat similar factor analysis results have
also been obtained from the Liitle Stobie #2
orebody and the Levack West mine and are
described by Hoffman (1978).

CoNcl-usIoNs

The following are the main conclusions from
this study:

1. The ores of both the Little Stobie and Levack
West deposits at Sudbury are marked by fairly
high concentrations (relative to chondritic
levels) of Au, Pd, Pt and Rh and very low
concentrations of Ru, Ir and Os. Typically the
Levack West deposit is somewhat similar in
noble metals to the Little Stobie # 1 orebody
and is less rich than the fi2 orebody.
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2. Two distinctly different orebodies, one re-
sembling the offset deposits and the other the
Irruptive-contact deposits, are present at Little
Stobie; the former contains almost twice as
mush of all noble metals except Pt and Au as
the latter. These are regarded as the result of
separate injections of ore magmas.
3. The Levack breccia ores are significantly
depleted in Rh, Ir, Os and Ru and slightly
enriched in Cu relative to the granite brecsia
ores. Atypical Cu-rich Levack breccia stringers
are much richer in Pt and Pd but poorer in
Rh, Ru, Ir and Os than the Main ore zone.
We suggest that the Levack breccia stringer ore
has been mobilized out of the main ore by
thermal diffusion under the influence of a
thermal gradient decreasing donanward and
outward from the overlying Nickel Irruptive.
Minor Cu-rich stringers showing the same
characteristics as the Levack stringers are also
present at Little Stobie.
4. Factor analysis indicates that Rh, Ru, Ir
and Os are spatially and perhaps genetically
associated with Ni-rich ore, whereas Au, Pt
and Pd are associated with Cu-rich ore.
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